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ABSTRACT

Objective: To assess the impact of multiple sclerosis (MS) on the professional life of Brazilian patients. Method: One hundred MS patients were randomly selected from the database of the Brazilian Multiple Sclerosis Association (ABEM). An individual interview was carried out by telephone by a member of ABEM, who collected data on the patients’ clinical status, educational level and professional lives. Results: Complete data were obtained from 96 patients (27 males and 69 females) aged 55.0±14.1 years, with average disease duration of 4.6±4.0 years. Eighty percent had eleven or more years of schooling. Among the whole group, 66% did not present limitations on walking. The longer the disease duration and the older the patient were, the higher the chances were that the patient was retired or receiving workers’ compensation benefits. However, even among patients with MS for less than five years, the rate of non-participation in the workforce was 47.7%. Fatigue, paresthesia, cognitive dysfunction and pain were often cited as the motives for not working. Conclusion: MS patients presented high levels of unemployment, retirement and receipt of workers’ compensation benefits, despite their high schooling levels. Age, disease duration and disability influenced these results for the whole group. However, even among younger patients with shorter disease duration and low disability, this finding remained. Key words: multiple sclerosis, work, retirement, economics.
Multiple sclerosis (MS) affects young and middle-aged individuals and leads to a variety of disabilities that can alter their daily routines. The disease may progress with motor, sensory, visual and coordination deficits, demanding special adjustments of the environment for patients to proceed with their activities. Acute MS relapses may require hospitalization and the symptoms may take weeks to improve. Fatigue, depression, cognitive dysfunction and chronic pain may render patients incapable of performing daily tasks, even in the absence of motor disability. Therefore, the burden of the disease cannot be understood only in terms of the number of relapses or the level of disability according to fixed measurement scales. MS patients may have severe impairment of their ability to work, and this has not been considered in any previous Brazilian study.

Few studies have taken into consideration the effect of MS on patients’ working lives. In fact, MS tends to strike at the time when individuals are starting their professional lives, and/or during the final years of schooling. The investment in education for a profession is immeasurable, since it does not include only the school fees, books and time invested. The shattering effects on financial planning cannot be measured, despite recognition that the losses are large.

Studies assessing employment parameters among MS patients have only been conducted recently, and they are mainly concentrated in European countries1-11 and the USA12. The results are very similar across the studies, showing that 20-45% of the patients were not working (unemployed, retired or receiving workers’ compensation benefits) after the initial five years of MS. This number increased to 78-96% after ten years of the disease. These data on the cost and burden of the disease were obtained from Denmark1, Belgium7, Holland3, Austria4, United Kingdom5, Switzerland6, Italy7, Spain8, Germany9, France10, Sweden11 and the USA12. The decrease in gross income following early retirement had a significant impact both on the patients (and their families) and on society.

The aim of the present work was to assess the impact of MS on Brazilian patients’ professional lives.

**METHOD**

The Brazilian Multiple Sclerosis Association (ABEM) is an independent non-profit institution that assists patients on educational and legal matters relating to MS. Thus, ABEM has a large database on MS patients, and this was used for the present study.

This study was approved by the UNIMES Ethics Committee, under the number 005/10. All participants were contacted by telephone and only those who volunteered to participate were enrolled. The Ethics Committee waived the requirement for patients’ written informed consent with their signature because of the study design (assessment over the telephone). Patients were not identified in any way, either by name or by initials, in accordance with the recommendations of the Ethics Committee.

Upon registering in ABEM, all patients with MS give an initial formal consent to participate in studies carried out over the telephone. One hundred telephone numbers from patients registered in ABEM were randomly selected by an independent member of the institution. The numbers were drawn from the ABEM database, without any criteria for inclusion of patients, characterizing a purely randomized selection. Data on gender, age, educational level, profession and working status were collected. Patients who had retired after completion of the expected full number of working years were excluded. MS duration, disability, symptoms and limitations were all recorded at the time of the telephone interview. Data were registered in an Excel file specially designed for this project.

Mean values and standard deviations (SD) were used for continuous variables. The t test was used to assess the significance of differences. The degree of linear agreement between parameters was calculated using the Pearson correlation coefficient. All statistical analyses were performed using SPSS v 13.0.

**RESULTS**

Out of the 100 telephone calls answered by the patients, 96 of them provided full data for analysis. The assessed population comprised 27 males and 69 females aged 55.0±14.1 years (range 17 to 65 years), with average disease duration of 4.6±4.0 years. Except for one young student (17 years old) and one housewife with no previous working experience (both of them without major MS-related complaints), all other patients were or had been working.

From the group of 96 patients, 64 had no limitations on walking; 27 had variable degrees of walking limitations (10 of them making use of a cane, even if only occasionally); and five were restricted to double support for short walks or a wheelchair, or were bedridden.

Regarding schooling, 19 patients had had eight years of formal education or less, 29 had up to eleven years of schooling and 48 had finished university. The average duration of formal schooling for this group of MS patients was 12.4 years. Many of them had also attended language courses and technical or specialization courses that were not taken into account here.

Thirty-nine patients (40.0%) were working and/or studying regularly, including the abovementioned housewife and young student. Their average age was 39.5±6.3 years. Thirty-seven patients (38.5%) were not working, and were receiving workers’ compensation benefits due to the disease. Their average age was 41.0±10.4 years. These
two populations were not significantly different from each other regarding age, gender, disability or schooling.

Twenty patients had retired prematurely due to MS. They were significantly older (55.0±14.1 years) than patients who were regularly working (p<0.0001); had had the disease for a significantly longer time (7.7±5.0 years; p=0.003); and presented greater disability than did the working patients. Thirteen (out of these twenty patients) were constantly in need of support for walking, or a wheelchair, or were bedridden. They did not differ significantly from the working patients regarding gender and schooling.

With regard to disease duration, 65 patients reported that they had had MS for less than five years, and 31 (47.7%) of them remained at work. Thirty-one patients said that they had had MS for more than five years, and seven (22.6%) of them remained at work. There was a significant negative correlation between disease duration and working regularly (p<0.001). Of the above group with MS for longer than five years, 12 patients had had MS for more than 10 years. Eleven of them were not employed. Only one female patient with MS for more than 10 years worked informally, as a private teacher.

Among the reasons for not working, the patients mentioned fatigue, paresthesia, cognitive dysfunction and chronic pain as very frequent causes. In fact, most patients (95.8%) had at least three of these complaints, independently of disease duration and/or physical disability.

Fifty-eight patients (60.4%) said that they lived on their own, in a house or apartment that they owned fully. Eight patients (8.3%) were still paying off mortgages.

**DISCUSSION**

MS is a chronic disease that affects mainly young adults. The costs of diagnosing and treating MS are fully covered by the Brazilian Health Authorities, and include consultations, hospitalization, laboratory tests, imaging examinations and extensive differential diagnosis testing, along with all formulations of beta-interferon and glatiramer acetate. Despite unclear data on these direct and indirect costs of MS in Brazil, data from around the world show that this investment is of the order of thousands of dollars per patient per year.

The personal cost of MS is more difficult to assess. Young adults who were investing in their careers may have to adapt to drastic changes due to neurological disabilities or to MS symptoms. These changes may range from small adaptations at work to important modifications caused by impaired mobility and dependence on caregivers. Fatigue, impaired cognition, neurological, psychological and overall symptoms, relapses requiring hospitalization and absenteeism among such patients may render the working environment not adaptable to their needs. A recent study carried out in the United States showed that MS poses a significant burden on employers, with indirect costs due to absenteeism and disability requirements for these patients at work of more than US$ 4,000 per patient per year. In Canada, MS patients over the age of 39 years who are still employed are at risk of becoming unemployed in the next 2.5 years. Patients with greater severity of disabilities due to MS were more likely to be unemployed in the United Kingdom than were those with fewer disabilities. More than a quarter of MS patients in the USA are seriously worried that they may not be able to afford their basic necessities (housing and food). Ultimately, the increasing risk of cessation of employment over time may force patients into early retirement and life changes. Despite the lack of similar studies in Brazil, it is not unreasonable to assume that MS patients in our country present similar findings. The high rates of retirement and receipt of workers’ compensation benefits due to MS may reflect what may simply be seen as a guarantee of some monthly income. However, even with the guaranteed income, the impact of being out of the workforce may negatively reflect on family life, further adding to the burden of MS.

The present study focused on a random sample of Brazilian patients. It was noteworthy that the schooling level among these patients was high, which reinforces the idea that individuals of higher socioeconomic levels have greater access to diagnosis, treatment and ABEM registration. New health programs for earlier diagnosis among populations of lower socioeconomic level may start to change this picture. However, the fact that half of the present study population had university degrees made it possible to reach interesting conclusions regarding the effect of MS on employment. Typically, these individuals had invested a significant amount of time, money and other resources towards a career that they may never see flourish. They were young and had, in general, less than five years of disease, with typically low disability. When the economic burden of MS is considered, the impact on patients, their families and society is immense. When the personal burden of MS is considered, as was done in the present paper, the burden is immeasurable.
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